Complete the following book information page.

The Book we are reading is called ____________________________

and it was written by ________________________________ and was
________________ by Craig Smith. It was first published in ________.

The book is made up of a number of __________________________ there are
______ chapters in total. There are ______ pages in the story and the longest
chapter is _______ pages long, while the shortest chapter is just ________
__________.

The main character is ______________________ story, but also in the
story are ________________________________
__________________________.

The story is about ________________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

I liked/disliked the story because __________________________

____________________________

____________________________.
Who is the war between in the story?

________________________________________________________________________

What caused the war to start in the first place?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

How could Dad have avoided the war from starting at all?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

What is the person telling the story’s relation to Dad?

________________________________________________________________________

Can you draw the person telling the story? (You may need to use the pictures as clues)
Find meanings for the following words. Include what type of word it is (i.e. verb, noun, adjective, etc).

1.) Glare: __________________________________________

2.) Retch: __________________________________________

3.) Wimp: __________________________________________

4.) Dozen: __________________________________________

5.) Immature: _______________________________________

6.) Scramble: _______________________________________

__________________________________________________